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As a result of the convergence of technologies, telecommunications is now subject to the same
pressures which have promoted such rapid change in data processing in the past. This is most
clearly apparent in the US, where communications policy has been drastically re-shaped and
where there is now a tidal wave of new communication products and services which shows no
sign of receding. The pace of change is slower in a more conservative Europe, but here too the
signs of impending change are unmistakable, particularly in the new public services for data
communications which are now being planned and which in some cases have already been
introduced.
These may open up new applications such as information retrieval, electronic mail and elec-
tronic funds transfer to widespread use and exert a major influence on national economic
life, and possibly on social and personal life also.
This report deals with the key issues underlying these developments. It reviews the plans of the
European PTT authorities as a whole and those of the British Post Office in particular. It then
describes the evolution of regulatory policy in the US and the range of services which will
confront users there now and in the near future. This forms a striking contrast with the posi-
tion in Europe; for some an example, for others a warning.
The report concludes by summarising the options which will confront users over the next few
years and laying down specific policy guidelines. It is aimed both at managers with a direct
interest in data communications planning and at those with a general interest in the impli-
cations of communicationspolicy.
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The Butler Cox Foundation is a research group which examines major
developments in its field ♥ computers, telecommunications, and office
automation ♥ on behalf of subscribing members. It provides a set of
☁eyes and ears☂ on the world for the systems departments of some of
Europe☂s largest concerns.

The Foundation collects its information in Europe and the US, whereit
has offices through its associated company. It transmits its findings to
members in three main ways.

♥ as regular written reports, giving detailed findings and sub-
stantiating evidence.

♥ through management conferences, stressing the policy impli-
cations of the subjects studied for managementservices directors
and their senior colleagues.
through professional and technical seminars, where the members☂
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Foundation research teams to review their findings in depth.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A Purpose and Scope Of The Report

In the near future users of data communications services will be faced with a wider range of
choice than they have so far been accustomed to. In countries where the national telecom-
munications authority is the monopolycarrier, they will have a choice of alternative services;
elsewhere they may also have a choice of suppliers offering competing services based on the
commoncarrier☂s transmission network.

This report describes the data services available now and those likely to become available
during the next decade. The United Kingdom is accorded mostdetailed treatment, but events
in Europe as a whole and in the USAare also discussed. These reveal the trends in communi-
cations technology and developments in the market for communicationsservices which are the
background against whichthe British Post Office (BPO) must set its own objectives and policy.

The purposeof the report is twofold:

1. To help managers responsible for data communications to formulate realistic plans and
policy for the use of present and forthcoming data services. For this purpose the report
provides indicators as to the coverage, timescale and cost of these services and guidelines
to planning.

2. To provide an understanding of the issues which underly telecommunications policy. The
report does not attempt to predict how telecommunications policy will develop in the
UK or any other country. The intention is rather to help those with an interest in policy
matters to judge thesignificance of changes as they occur.

The report will therefore be of interest both to managers with a direct practical involvementin
the planning and development of systems using data communications services, and also those
with a more general interest including policy makers and market strategists.

B Terminology

The report pre-supposes some knowledge of the structure and general characteristics of the
different data communications services which are discussed. The sense in which some key
terms are usedis defined briefly below:

PSTN
PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) data services are dial-up facilities using the
analogue voice network.
Leased Lines
These are data lines leased for private use, at present analogue lines which are part of the PSTN
transmission network. Shortly PCM (qv)lines will also be available.
Packet-Switching
Packet-switching is a sophisticated form of multiplexing. It combines the switching properties
of message-switching systems with the improved performance characteristic of on-line dp



systems. A packet-switching service is in effect a quick-response message delivery service.
Circuit-Switching :
Circuit-switching is used in the reportto refer to forthcomingdigital circuit-switchingservices,
although the PSTN and the Telex network are of course also circuit-switched. Digital services
will offer a faster call set-up time than the latter (milliseconds rather than seconds) and differ
from packet-switching in providing a continuous, synchronous connection between subscribers
rather than transporting messages asynchronously.
PCM
PCM (pulse code modulation) is a transmission technique involving the transportation of
information in digital form. When used to describe a transmission line or service, PCM and
digital are synonymous.



il. THE BACKGROUND ♥ POLICY AND POSSIBILITIES

Although there are differences between the policies adopted by the national telecommuni-
cations authorities in Europe (referred to in the rest of this documentas ☁the PTTs☂), to date
there has been a broad similarity of approach.In this section we describe the main lines of PTT
policy and contrast it with recent USpractice.

Telecommunications policy will exert a significant influence on the shape, accessibility and
cost of future public services. These in their turn will play an increasingly important role in
national economic life, and possibly in personallife also. We illustrate this general point by
reference to a recent French study and also describe the new business opportunities which may
depend ontheavailability of satisfactory public telecommunicationsservices.

A The PTTs☂Position
The European PTTs enjoy a monopoly of telecommunications services in their respective
countries. In the UK for example the Post Office Act (1969) states that:

☜the Post Office shall have throughout the British Islands, the exclusive privilege of
running systems for the conveyance, through the agencyofelectric, magnetic, electro-
chemical or electro-mechanical energy of (a) speech, music and other sounds; (b) visual
images; (c) signals serving for the impartation .

.

. of any matter otherwise than in the
form of sound or visual images; (d) signals serving for the actuation or control of
machinery or apparatus.☝☂

The basic principle that the state should exercise a high degree of control over the public
switching network is generally observed, based on the view that this is a natural monopoly.In
this respect the position in the US, where AT&T operates a de facto monopoly,is no different.
The key differencelies in the disposition of regulatory power. In the US the Federal Communi-
cations Commission (FCC) exercises control over the extent of AT&T's monopoly and the
manner in which it is operated, whereas in Europe the PTTs are both regulatory and oper-
ational bodies rolled into one. This arrangement has been called into question in the past, on
the grounds that it restricts competition and stifles innovation. This is a view propounded
particularly by private companies like ITT and 1BM whoseservices or products depend on
telecommunications, and hence on PTT approval. Later in this section we review developments
which mayagain bring this issue to the fore.

The second centralissue in telecommunicationsis line attachment policy. Rather than dividing
the US from Europe, this distinguishes the US and part of Europe from the rest of Europe
whose PTTs reserve wide rights to determine which devices may and may not be attached to
the public networks. The British Post Office, though not the mostrestrictive of the European
authorities, is firmly in the conservative camp. It is the monopoly supplier ofall line attach-
ments to the switched telephone and telex networks, except for large PABXs( > 100lines),
which require type approval and whichare subsequently maintained by the BPO. Users may
attach any devices they wish to private leased lines, but modems must be obtained from the
Post Office except where a suitable modelis not available, when they may be obtained instead
from licensed private suppliers. These restrictions are justified by whatis termed the ☁integral

 



network policy☂. The Post Office views most subscribers☂ apparatus aspart of the integral net-
work. Therefore, to protect the network, to protect other subscribers, and to minimise main-
tenance costs, the Post Office reserves to itself the right to supply or license and in most cases
to maintain all such apparatus.

A moreliberal policy is operated in the US, dating from the ☁Carterfone☂ decision. In 1968
Carterfone, an independent telecommunications manufacturer, won a judgment against AT&T
which enabled it to interconnect its own equipment to the AT&T transmission network. Thishas led to the growth oftheso-called ☁interconnect☂ industry in the US. Subject to approval bythe FCC, any supplier can now connect devices to the AT&T network. In other words, the☁integral network☂ extends only as far as the plug in the wall, not right up to the terminaldevice.
B_ The Wind Of Change?
Telecommunications is already a pervasive aspect of both the economic and social life of thedeveloped nations, and promises to becomestill more significant in the future. In such aclimate no telecommunications authority can expect to avoid criticism ofits approach and ofits national role. Changes are also occuring in the market for telecommunications services andin telecommunications technology which might challenge PTT policy. The most importantofthese changes are summarised below.
1 The increased rate of innovation

The rapid technological change that has been characteristic of the computer industry isnow affecting telecommunications also. Fibre optics, satellites and micro-circuitry arehaving a profound impact on both transmission and switching technology. The PTTs areused to long planningcycles and are now having to adjust to a muchless stable and predict-able world. In one sense this increases their value as a stabilising influence, protecting thetelecommunications user from the uncertainty and risk of a highly competitive market.Others will argue that the PTTs tend to act more as a barrier to innovation thana stabilisinginfluence.
Howeverthereis little doubt that the PTTs are eager to adapt. Onesign ofthis is the greatlyaccelerated procedure for approval of standards adopted by CCITT. The X.25 packet-switching standard, for example, moved from draft to acceptance in just ten months. Butcan the PTTs successfully combinetheir traditional role as upholder of standards with therole of innovator which present circumstances appear to demand?

2 Enhancedrole of the telecommunications networkNetworks are increasingly seen as more than a means of transporting data from one pointto another. Rather they have become a meansofaccess to a variety of telecommunications-related services. This is best demonstrated by the Value-Added Networks which have sprungup recently in the US (discussed in Section V). At present similar networks cannot be estab-lished by private companies in Europe without PTT approval, which so far has not oftenbeen forthcoming and then tends to be hedged about with qualifications.
If the US experience is anything to go by, the marketfor suchservices exists andis a largeone. If the PTTs themselves are to provide such services they will have to develop systemskills which hitherto have been the preserve of the computer manufacturers. The voice net-workis itself a highly complex total system. Can the PTTs transfer these voice communi-cationsskills into other media such as data or musttheir monopoly beliberalised to allowothers to do so?

3 Wideningof the subscriber equipment marketThe micro-circuit revolution has also dramatically reduced the cost of entry to the sub-scriber equipment market. Large numbers of enhanced telephone devices are appearing



on the US market. The range of choice of data terminals could well increase as quickly.
Office equipment which has hitherto been stand-alone is quickly acquiring a communi-
cations capability. Can the PTTs which enforce restrictive line attachment policies
continue to operate these without denying or delaying subscriber access to valuable new
tools?

C_ The Future ♥ SomeProjections
A French study carried out between 1973 and 1976illustrates the overriding influence of tele-
communications policy in determining not only the shape of data communications in the
future, but also its impact on the business community and hence the economy in general.
Coherentdescriptions of the future of data communications in France in 1985 were developed,
based on differing assumptions. This resulted in four scenarios which were presented to
different panels including businessmen, computer and telecommunications specialists, socio-
logists and journalists. The four scenarios and the responses they elicited were as follows:

Scenario 1: Past trends extended

This showsthe situation arising if past trends in data communications continue unchanged:a
proliferation of private networks; extensive use of data communications limited to government
and large corporations; and no impact on domestic users.

The main effects of this include:
♥ increased centralisation for public administration

♥ increased market leadership for IBM

♥ difficulties for large corporations in choosing between teleprocessing and local process-
ing using mini-computers.

This was regarded as the least attractive scenario, but was generally used as a reference against
which to compare the others.

Scenario 2: Absolute priority to telecommunications

Assigning absolute priority to the development of telecommunications would probably lead to
the appearance of public networks for cable and computer communications; separation of
operational and regulating authority in the PTT and development of its marketing capability;
and the emergence of newservices for business andprivate use.

The consequences would be:

♥ wider use of computers in business including an impact on management methods

♥ the spread of home terminals
♥ political debate about privacy.

This was seen as the most attractive and at the same time the least probable scenario ♥ the
collective economic effort required was considered far too great. It also aroused the greatest
diversity of reaction, some seeing it as the ideal and others as akin to Brave New World and
other visions of a de-humanised future.

Scenario 3: Integration ofprivate networks into the public network

A policy which directed efforts towards integration of existing private networksinto a public



network would entail provision of a public data network with a goodservice level; promotion
of data communications services to corporate users; and separation of operational and regulat-
ing authority on the public network, leading to competition between the PTT andprivate dp
firms (value-added carriers) for services.
The main consequences would be:

♥ general access to data communications for corporationsirrespective of size, with some
consequent impact on management methods

♥ no hometerminals but access to computer-basedutilities like data banks.
This was regarded as both the most acceptable and the most probable scenario; an improve-
menton thefirst and reassuringly less radical than the second.
Scenario 4: Concentration of facilities in ☁computerutilities☂
This final scenario pre-supposes that the PTT will develop a public network connected tolarge dp facilities operated by the PTT and a few large organisations; both the processingservices offered by these ☁utilities☂ and data communications services would be promoted tocorporations; and there would be protective regulation for the PTT based on a national planfor telecommunications.
The main effects of such a policy could be:

♥ dominanceby the organisations operating ☁utilities☂
♥ increased centralisation of administration
♥ planned developmentof the telecommunications market.

This was the most controversial scenario, rejected by many for moralorpolitical reasons as tooauthoritarian.
General conclusions drawn from the study were that data communications are widely regardedas an important factor in the developmentof organisations, and that data networkswill play akey role in that development. While larger firms were sceptical about the economic advantagesof public networks, smaller users saw them as a unique opportunity to gain access to newmanagementtechniques. The study also revealed a lack of knowledge about government policy,hand in hand with real concern that none existed. Particular fears expressed were that privacyand security of data transmission would not be maintained, and that |BM would assume quasi-monopolistic powerif not contested by public power.
The study was of course conducted in France and took particular account of French economic,political and social realities. Compared with France there are major differences in the state ofdevelopment of the PTT networks in other countries, described later in this report. Thesedifferences will persist for some time yet, but increasingly the Europeannations are harmonis-ing their plans, and there are underlying fundamental similarities. Thus one could regard thesescenarios as valid in their overall thrust for all the European countries, though with differencesin timing and emphasis.
Whatis clearly demonstrated is that telecommunications policy will have a profound effect onthe development of data communications.It will determine not only what form future servicestake butalso their cost to the user and hencehis freedom to take advantage of them.
D_ The Business Opportunities
The growth of new publicdata services will both be stimulated by andwill itself stimulate new



applications which require different facilities from those available now. Three in particular are
likely to prove significant:
1 Informationretrieval

By this we mean accessto large data banks, such as are now widely available in the US and
are starting to be madeavailable in Europe. Manyof these are highly specialised, and only
of marginal interest to many business organisations. Growth into other more familiar areas
could happen quickly once a simple and more cost-effective means of access is provided.

Electronic mail
The rising cost of physical mail and the increased use of electronic means of creating and
reproducing documents combine to make electronic transmission of mail an attractive
proposition. It is likely to be usedfirst of all for internal mail, because this poses fewer
system problems. Both system and political problems need to be solved before external
(i.e. inter-company) electronic mail becomes widespread. Since it would probablyuseoff-
peak network capacity it promises major economic advantages for both carriers and users.

Electronic Funds Transfer System (EFTS)
An EFTSlinking retai! outlets and banking systems for credit verification and automatic
credit transfer is a vast potential market for data communications. For the commercial
banks it would mean a reduction in the cost of their present paper-based systems; for the
retailers, simplified accounting and less risk of bad debts. For the carrier it could mean a
substantial base load for a public data network.

These are all applications which require a flexible means of connection, rather than the dedi-
cated, pre-planned data network typical of most dp systems. They also demand a level of
service which the present switched networks cannot provide.



Ill. AN OVERVIEW OF SERVICES IN EUROPE

The European PTTs are busy formulating and in some cases have already embarked on plans
for future public data services. A wide measure of agreement has been reached on transmission
and interface standards, which should make longer term co-operation possible. There is alsosome agreement on general aims.
Nonetheless the overall picture is somewhat fragmented. A major determinant of progress tendsto be the need of each PTTto safeguard its existing massive investmentin the voice system. Inthis section we summarise the options which are open, progress made so far and plans for thefuture. We also look at an important supra-national development, Euronet.
A The Options

In many European countries the first steps are already being taken towards the all-electronic,digital networks which may carry the bulk of both voice and data communications before theend of this century. Someviewthat as an unrealistic dream,andin anyeventit is too far aheadto be of direct interest to the user of data communications. In the meantime the user will befaced with a range ofalternatives, while existing and outmodedservices are progressively phasedout and replaced by new ones. In somecasesinterim solutions will be needed where these twoprocesses do not dovetail closely enough or where demand exceedsearlier PTT expectations.
As the voice system constitutes by far the major portion of PTTs☂ business, and will continueto do so for the foreseeable future, plansforits developmenttendto influence the options fordata and, to a certain extent, timescales for development. Thus the Federal German Republic(FGR) with a good electro-mechanical voice network and no capacity problems, is planning toinvest heavily in a separate data network based on a modernised telex system. Countries likeFrance and Britain, on the other hand, have an urgent need to modernise their voice networks.Since digital transmission will be achieved on trunk routes by the mid-1980s, they see noreason to disturb the traditional relationship between voice and data, hitherto both carried onthe same analogue network. The trunk network will therefore remain a commonresource, withlocal lines of appropriate quality providing access to the different services offered.
Some PTTs also face the problem of bridging a gap between the present time, when thereisalready a shortageof line or switching capacity, and the introductionof digital networks. Forthis, packet-switching offers a possible solution, since it can now beregarded as a proven dataswitching technique and also makes good use ofline capacity. The cost for the user is moreexpensive terminal equipment, and therein lies the problem. For a packet-switched service tobe cost-effective it must attract enoughtraffic for the benefits ofits sophisticated multiplexingtechniques to be felt. Yet the threshold cost of packet-switching forthe useris still high com-Pared with traditional methods usingleased lines or the PSTN.
In summary, the alternatives which are likely to confront the user in the medium term (say to1988)are as follows:
1. Dial-up lines on the public telephone network, with a maximum speedof 2400bit/s now,extending to 4800 bit/s in the UK and FGR shortly.



2. Private leased lines, now on the analogue network but later over PCM links, with speeds
ranging from 50 bit/s to 48K bit/s in most countries. Broad bandcircuits of 240K bit/s
and 2.048M bit/s will be available on someroutes.

3. The switched telex network, also carrying start/stop data traffic up to 300 bit/s and
possibly linking with PSTN services in some countries.

4. Packet-switched services; access will be at speeds from 2400 to 48K bit/s for packet
terminals and at lower speeds for character deviceslike teletypes.

5. Circuit-switched digital services on a synchronous network with speeds from 50 bit/s up
to 48K bit/s.

The following table showsclasses of service for public data networks corresponding to alter-
natives 4 and 5 above, contained in CCITT recommendation X.1.

 

 

Service Class Terminal Mode Data Rate(bit/s)

1 Start-stop 300 (22 units/char.)
2 Start-stop 50-200 (7.5 to 11 units/char.)
3 Synchronous 600
4 ii 2,400
5 4 4,800
6 y 9,600
7 u 48,000
8 Packet 2,400

9 ¢ 4,800
10 i 9,600
11 a 48,000

Notes:
1. Address selection and call progress signals will be at the highest speed shown in each

case. International alphabet no. 5 will apply for classes 1-7, recommendation X.25 for
classes 8-11.

2. Terminals in different service classes may communicate in packet mode; in synchronous
modethey must belong to the sameclass.
 

Classes of Service for Public Data Networks (CCITT Recommendation X.1)

B Planned National Services

The differing plans of European telecommunications authorities for public data services are
reviewed below.



The review is divided into three sections, dealing with services 3,4 and

5

listed above ♥ telex,
packet-switched and circuit-switched synchronous.

1 Telex networks
The telex network was designed to handle information in message format. Thus there
would appear to be scope for it to handle data traffic at a more economic rate than the
telephone network, designed for real-time speech communication. In practice though two
factors in particular erode this potential advantage. Firstly, the methods of call set-up
differ from those used on the PSTN, which means that most users would need a separate
set of ports on their computer systems for PSTN and telex access. Secondly, without major
investment in newplant, speed is limited to 300 bit/s or less. For most modern applications
this is not enough.
For reasons already explained, the Bundespost has nonetheless based its plans for data
communications on the telex network, starting with class 1 and 2 start/stop services and
moving on to higher speed synchronousservices. The new network is called Integrated
Telex and Data Network (IDN), and data users are being encouragedto useit in preference
to the PSTN. Other countries in Europe,also faced with the need to modernisetheir telex
networks, are introducing data services, but none onthescale planned by the FGR.

Packet-switched networks
Spain wasthe first European country to offer a public message switching service, although
not at first using packet-switching techniques. The CTNE networkwasintroduced in 1973
and is now being modified to conform to international standards for packet-switching
(CCITT recommendation X.25).
In France the Transpac network is scheduled to open in June this year. It will have 12
packet-switching exchanges and 13 additional access points. Many of the latter will be
upgraded to full exchanges by 1980 andfurtheraccess points will be added. The objective
is that no user should be more than 100 km. from the nearest access point. Tariffs for
Transpac will be distance-independent. This will make them price-competitive with PSTN
tariffs over 150 km, and with private leased lines averaging less than 20 hours use per
month.

Other European administrations, including the British Post Office, have announced their
intention to introduce a packet-switchingservice. All are expected to conform to the X.25
interface standard, but there are differencesin the facilities to be provided:
 

 

Count D: f Servi ☁ Forecast no. ofountry ate of Service eee eotiababal Terminals (1980)
Character Packet

Belgium 1979 (experimental) 8-11
1980 (public) 8-11 750 50

FGR 1979 (limited) 8-11 =
France 1978 8-1 1 Transpac 3000 2
Italy 1980 or later 8-11 :

Netherlands 1979 8-11 DN-1 0 300!
Nordic Group 1980orlater 8-11 - Q
Spain 19732 8-10)1978 11) RETD 8500 400
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Switzerland 1978 8-10 500-2000 a
UK 1979/80 8-11 PSS 1350 150
Notes:
1. This represents the numberof packet mode interface processors through which between

3000 and 4000 terminals and 13 host processors will be connected.
2. Now being converted to X.25 standard.
 

PTTPlans for Public Packet-Switched Services

Circuit-switched synchronous networks
The Bundespost☂s IDN, although based on the telex network,will provide the user with
the same interface as purpose-built synchronous networks for the appropriate classes of
service (i.e. CCITT classes 3-7). A class 4 serviceis already available. Classes 5 and 6 will be
supported this year and class 7 later. Like West Germany, the Nordic countries have a
modern telephone network, and they also are implementing a separate circuit--switched
data network linking the majorcities. It will come into service during this year and next. It
is also likely that they will later implement a packet-switching service using the circuit-
switched networkas the basic transport medium.
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Other countries including the UK, France and Italy, while acknowledging the need for
circuit-switched services, have left their precise options open. They will no doubt wait
until the spread of digital telephone transmission has made such services more attractive
economically. One clear indication that this is so is the expressed preference of the three
countries mentioned for an 8-bit envelope structure, which is what is used for digital
telephony. Both the Bundespost and the Nordic groups on the other hand have opted for
a 10-bit envelope, which is more attractive on purely technical grounds but incompatible
with telephony. Unless it is resolved this divergence may lead to later difficulties in inter-
working between national systemsusing different standards.

 

            Be eanstatus bit l envelope informationbits, either 8 (3 to 10)I alignment | or 6 (3 to 8) ♥. Velogic 1, terminal data bit 晳\
logic 0, network data | X | 晳 oe1
 

          
Envelope Format for Circuit-Switched Services

A simple summary ofthe relative pace of development and the commitment to differenttypes of public data service on the part of the PTTs is shown in the following chart. Thethree curves show the planned availability in Europe of national public services for low-speed start-stop terminals (class 1), and for synchronous terminals operating in circuit-switched (class 4) and packet mode(class 8). This refers to classes of service supported bya special-purpose public data network. In the case of packet-switchedservices, it will alsoie ae to connect low-speed start-stop terminals via a Packet Assembler/DiassemblerAD).

100 4 2
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%
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Summary of European Plans for Switched Data Services(For CEPTcountries, weighted by Eurodata forecast of number of terminals)
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What the curvesillustrate is the almost universal commitment to packet-switching, stem-ming both from its present popularity and relative ease of development. Circuit-switchingon the other handattracts lip-service but few definite plans as yet. Althoughrelativelywell-established there is less certainty still about low-speed data services, both becausepacket-switching competes with these and because of low forecast demand.
C_ International Services
There are few clear indicators of the form which future international data communicationsservices within Europe will take. Users can expect to continue to rely for some time onexist-ing services for most purposes using switchedor leased lines on the analogue network.
There is a possibility of low-speed data services (CCITT class 1) linking the telex-based net-works of several countries, but such a service is unlikely to be outstandingly attractivecompared with the PSTN and there must be doubts about its long-term competitiveness.
A more likely candidate as the basis for future international data communicationsis packet-switching and,in particular, Euronet. Packet-switchingis a store-and-forward technique. Thusany conversion to national standards which is necessary can take place at the gateway betweentwo national systems, rather than having to be achieved ☁on the fly☂in real time as with circuit-switching. This could also be an advantageif interworking is bedevilled by national differences
in data protection legislation. Data packets can more easily be inspected or accounted for than
circuit-switched data, whose content and formatis essentially transparent.

Whenit is opened early in 1979, Euronet will be a specialised packet-switching network pro-
viding for the retrieval of information from a numberof public, scientific and other data banks.
It is funded by the European Commission and will operate primarily within the EEC, but other
European countries have already asked for and been granted the right of access to it. The
diagrams below show theinitial configuration and the methods of accessing the network.!) Copenhagen      
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There will be packet-switching exchanges in London,Paris, Frankfurt and Rome,andfive otheraccess points. Protocols and access procedures will be similar to those for the French nationalpacket-switching network Transpac, and are based on the CCITT X.25 standard. Connectioncan be bydial-up or by private leased line, at speeds up to 1200 bit/s. Tariffs for Euronet havejust been announced and follow the same general principles as Transpac. The usage chargewillbe standard throughout Europe. It is distance-independent and depends on both connectiontime and volume of data transmitted. Local access charges will be set by the national PTT con-cerned.In the UK normallocal charges will apply, plus a supplementary connection charge andan annualrental.
Volume: £1.15 per thousand data segments (a segment = 64 bytes)
Duration: Data rate Charge per hourUp to 1200 bit/s via PSTN £1.35Up to 1200 bit/s via leased line £1.002400-9600bit/s via leased line £13548K bit/s via leased line £3.60

Euronet Usage Charges In The UK

Although Euronet will at first only be available to a closed group of subscribers and willcarry only enquiries against its data banks, there is now an acknowledged possibility of itsubsequently evolving into a fully-fledged public network. From 1981 it could serve as a☁back-bone☂ network linking national packet-switching networks. We must stress that thisdevelopmentstill has the status of a bright idea rather than a firm commitment on the partof the PTTs developing Euronet ♥ but then it could hardly be otherwise in view of the im-precise nature of someoftheir national plans.
However, we view it as a highly probable development for two reasons. Firstly, it clearlymakes economicsense if there is spare capacity on the Euronet links, or if additional capacitycan be provided at limited cost. This is likely to be the case. Secondly, interfacing problemswill be less than with the majoralternative, circuit-switching.
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IV. BPO PLANS FOR THE UK

Increasing activity in international data communications elsewhere, together with market
pressures at home, have led the BPO to bring forwardits plans for public data communication
services in the UK. As a consequence the last two years have seen a significant number of
announcements by the BPO in data networking. In this section we review both currentservices
and future BPOplans.

A. The Demandfor NewServices
Data communications networks are appearing both in North America and Europe. Access to
both timesharing bureaux and data bases may be made via such networks. To offer UK cus-
tomers the latter services, it has been necessary to extend the data networks into London
(Tymnet, Telenet, Euronet). In turn this has stimulated demand for our own UK data network,
compatible with the overseas networks.

At the same time, the UK has the largest installed base of terminals in Europe, with 45000
connections to the telephone network in 1977. There are moves towards text processing and
communication, with over thirty equipment vendors in the UK market. The banksandretailers
are discussing the introduction of EFTS in the near future. And the advent of Viewdata (see
Report Series No 6) maylead to a greatly increased demandfor data transmission.
The National Committee on Computer Networks (NCCN) recently reported that the imple-
mentation of a national public data networkiscritical to our economic well being. In response
to international events and rising customer demand the BPOhasrevised its original intention
to develop a data network as a subset of the System X project, and is currently planning to
follow up EPSS with a packet-switched service (PSS), prior to a circuit-switched network
planned for the mid ☁80s. The following table outlines the BPO☂s current program for develop-
ing public data services in the UK.

 

Data Networks International Gateways Datel and otherservices
Tymnet London1977 EPSS (April) trial uleieee
node (July)
 

PSS announcement(Jan)
EPSSfull service Datel 11a
(June 24) Modem 4800bit/s

1978 Dataplex intelligent
line multiplexor

Euronet London
node (Dec)
 

(continued)
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US gateway to common Viewdata public1979 PSSinstallation _ carrier networks service
PSSin service 9600 Modem bit/s
 

Telex SPC network
Early PCM trunk routes
1980s

Single circuit switchtrial
 

System X field trials
Mid Circuit switch network
1980s

PCM links down to
local exchange
 

Programme for Public Data Services in the UK

Users faced with network planning for data traffic over the next five years will naturally beconcerned with the following key aspects of the new or planned BPOservices (we emphasisethese in the review which follows):
♥ the geographic coverage of theservice
♥ the tariff structure
♥ the timescales for introduction and growth
♥ the standards under which the networkwill operate.

B_ Point-to-Point Services
Point-to-point services are highly flexible in the sense that they have full geographic coverage(anywhere there is a telephoneline), and they require equipmentwhichisrelatively inexpens-ive. Howeverthefacilities for line control (error detection, speed conversion) are minimal andthereis no switching capability.

The two main point-to-point services offered by the BPO are Datel and Dataplex.

1 Datel
The BPO provide a range of their own modemsup to speeds of 1200/2400bit/s for use onboth the public and private networks. By mid-1978it will be offering a 4800 bit/s modem,Datel 11, capable of public and private line operation in the UK andinternational networks.A 9600 bit/s modem will becomeavailable in 1979 (not specifically designed for the BPO)at a rental of approximately £1300/annum, compared to around £1000 for the Datel 11.
Demandfor the Datel service is growingat an annual rate of 17% from aninstalled base ofover 45,000 units presently. The major requirementisstill for low speed Datel 200 (300
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bit/s), indicating that most organisations are not seeking to minimise line costs by multi-plexing remote teleprinters together (see the Dataplex service below). Recent increases inthe numbers of intelligent terminals with local store and synchronous communication at2400 bit/s is beginning to shift the modem population towards the higher speeds withconsequentbenefits for the user in termsofline utilisation.
Future offerings will concentrate on simpler switch-over between line speeds, with plug-inboards to determine the transmission rate. Full duplex will become available at higherspeeds. The units will become physically more compact as morecircuit integration takesplace. All these additional facilities will be charged for in increments to a basic annualrental charge.

2 Dataplex
This service provides a particularly cost-effective approach to point-to-point communi-cations where several low speed terminals are connected remotely to a common dp centre.For example, ten teletypes may be multiplexed overa single 4800 bit/s private line therebyminimising line costs for remote timeshared services. Difficulties with equipment havemeant a temporary halt to this service. However the BPO will be introducing a considerably
more advanced system this summerbased on anintelligent line multiplexor. This unit willprovide local storage, error correction, tolerance to line breaks, and a higher throughputcapability (operating at 4800/9600 bit/s). The new equipment is programmable, and
advanced features will be offered at a higher cost. An estimated rental for a node serving
ten terminals will be £2,500 per annum.

The integration of microprocessors into such line equipment is presently providing the
network user with many newoptions.It is likely that Dataplex will shortly become more
than a point-to-point service, if the commercial success of such systems as the Codex 6030
☁Intelligent Network Processor☂ is any guide.

C_ Data Networks

Compared with point-to-point services, data networks offer both increased line control and
switching to alternate destinations specified by the data source.

The BPO☂s involvement in data networks began when they werestill at an early stage in their
development. Consequently, the design of the Experimental Packet Switched Service (EPSS)
pre-emptedthearrival of international standards such as X.25. As a result, international events
have overtaken the BPO☂s planning and brought it to the stage whereit is being driven by
progress on external networks such as Euronet and Telenet. It is therefore likely that the
structure of the proposed new packet-switched service will evolve directly from networks
developed outside the UK, in terms of both technology and standards. One important con-
sequence will be that users in the UK will be better able to gain access to data bases held
overseas.
In this subsection we expand onthis brief outline by discussing the BPO☂s involvementin data
networks under three headings: EPSS, PSS, and international connections.

1 EPSS
Data traffic on EPSS began on trial basis in April 1977. The network now has threenodes, in London, Manchester and Glasgow, interlinked by 48k bit/s lines. Characterterminals of 110/300 bit/s and packet terminals of 2400, 4800 and 48k bit/s are connectedto the nodeseither by dial-up or leased lines. The main users include government, univers-ities, the BPO, the NPL, the CCA and someof the mainframe manufacturers.
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A formal tariff structure which will be introduced this June is outlined in the followingtable:
 

 

 

 

 

rental connection
£pa £

basic charge 2400, 4800 48k 2400 4800 48kbit/s bit/s bit/s bit/s

_

bit/s bit/s
distance Akm 220 220 1890 40 40 450of 16km 450 450 2845 40 40 600connection 32km 600 600 3615 60 60 600

(Datel (Datel (Datel

|

(Datel (Datel (Datel7) 15) 8) 7) 15) 8)modem charge 330 900 1260 100 100 150 short
300 long

post access charge for 600 750 3800 100 120 200dial-up connections    
 

distance independent charge for packets of data
transmission ♥ 95p for 1000 packets of 255 bytes each
virtual connection ♥ 10p foreach half hour connected   
 

EPSStariff structure
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EPSS is freely admitted to be less than ideal. The software controlled line protocol requires
considerable user investment in interfacing equipment. Compatibility with X.25 cannot be
achieved easily, and although the network wasdesigned to give a high throughput whichis
at present well in excess of the needs of most commercial organisations, the high incre-
mental cost of increasing network capacity with rising demand makes EPSS unsuitable for
future commercialuse.
However both the BPO andusers have benefitted in practical network experience through
the introduction of EPSS, and somehigherlevel protocols developed for the network could
find an application in future services. One of the major lessons learnt from it is the need
for modularity to allow future networks to be expanded inexpensively to meet rising
traffic demands.
PSS
The public announcement of PSS was made in February 1978. It has yet to receive full
BPO board approval, but if adopted it should be installed in mid 1979,with a userservice
commencing in either late 1979 or in the first quarter of 1980. As explained earlier, the
decision to pre-empt the planned circuit-switched service associated with System X is
largely due to events on the internationalscene, and also to the belief that packet switching
is the currently favoured means of data communications.
The urgency of providing such a service has further constrained the BPO and UK manu-
facturers to look for proven technology, in order that a two year time-scale can be
achieved. It is yet to be decided whether this technology is to come from Europe or North
America.

The present estimates for annual connections vary between 1500 (the BPO) and 3000 (the
NCCN). Of these only 10% are expected to be synchronous packet terminals operating at
2400/4800 bit/s. The large majority of terminals will be character asynchronous, such as
teletypes and teletype-compatible displays.
Initially PSS will enable users in the UK to gain access to the international gateway nodes
in London, connecting into Euronet, and the US commoncarriers. Such:

a

service should
result in considerable savings in telephone charges. The existence of PSS may subsequently
encourage organisations to introduce packet switching into their dp networks, and mayin
addition spawn newservices such as EFTS and inter-companyelectronic mail.

PSS will initially be contained in three majorcity codes, with a further six remote access
locations.

Manchester Birmingham

 

London

EuropeUSA USA USA :gatewaygatewaynode node

 
PSS Packet Switched Network (1979-80)
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By serving a limited number ofhightraffic regions, PSS should prove economictoinstallwhilst also satisfying the majority of users. It may howeverbefeasible to introduce

a

tariffstructure which encourages connection outside these locations. Such a scheme has beenimplemented in Canada to ensure that the network success was not limited by its geo-graphic coverage.
The network will be fully compatible with X.25 Protocols, and will further conform toX.3, X.28 and X.29 for access by character terminals via a PADfacility.
Although nodecisions are yet available, it is probable that PSS tariffs will be lower thanthose of EPSS. On account of the bulk investment being madein switching equipment atthe nodes, it is further likely that the tariff will be distance-independentas in Euronet andTelenet.
International connections
The formation of a message switched network linking customers to Tymshare in the USAencouraged the BPO tostart a data base access service (DBA) by permitting the installationof a node to Tymnet in Londonin February 1977. Subsequently a second node connectingUK customers to Telenet was opened in July 1977. These two nodesare accessible via the
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dial-up or leased line networks, using Datel 200 (300 bit/s) modems.
Each user must obtain a password by joining a club. There are now over 100 club members,
with weekly traffic to the USA exceeding 10 million characters. Theservice is surpassing
all expectations in popularity.
The present network license agreement prohibits point-to-point message communication
beyond its use for direct access to data base services. However DBA has acted as an
important catalyst for an international gateway service to other networks.
With this in mind, the BPO now intendsto establish an international gateway node between
the UK and USA. The purpose is to offer a commoncarrier service between networks
located in either country, with full data communicationsfacilities beyond simple data base
access.
The BPO is seeking the necessary FCC approval for such a venture as it will use gateway
exchanges in the USAaswell as the services of international carriers such as Western Union
and RCA.Negotiations are also proceeding with the latter organisations.It is reasonable to
predict that the service will be introduced late this year or early next. The gateway will be
X.25 compatible, and will permit the following meansof access:
♥ dial-up or private wire
♥ asynchronousterminals at 110, 300, 1200/75 and 1200/1200 bit/s

♥ synchronousterminals at 2400, 4800 and 9600 (packets) bit/s

♥ CCITT recommendations: X.1, X.25, X.7x, X.3, X.28 and X.29.

The configuration of nodes in Londonis shown below:   
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Later ♥_,

International Gateways in London (2 way)

Of equal significance to the US gateway is the forthcoming link into Euronet ♥ already
described in Section III C. A London nodeis expected to be in service by December 1978.
Access to this node will be on a dial-up or leased line basis, enabling both character and
high speed packet terminals to communicate to data bases throughout Europe. There are
over 100 such data bases established on the network, and there is future provision for
commercialdatatraffic.
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D_ Longer Term Plans

The BPO☂s longer term plans are built around the digitisation of the UK telephone network.
This is scheduled to take place from thelate ☁70s until the early ☁90s.

Short haul PCM trunk links are now being installed at the rate of 1000 per year, with a
capacity up to 140 M bit/s. These links are between major exchanges, and will not extend out
to local exchanges until the mid ☁80s. A limited number of private PCMlines will be available
shortly between five major cities: London, Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds and Bristol. The
expected coverage of PCM links by 1982 is shown below.
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A single circuit switched exchange will be installed by the mid ☂80s to link thesefive cities
and a further sixteen towns. Although such a switch is linked to the System X programme,
sufficient demand in the near future from customers couldbring the installation date forward.
The procurement of proprietory equipment before the appearance of System X is a strong
possibility in the light of the PSS announcement.

These developments are aimed primarily at improving the voice network. But in addition the
telex network provides considerable potential for improvement. Already some organisations
are expandingits usefulness by front-ending the public lines with a store and forward network.
The BPO have initiated a replacement programme for SPC telex exchanges, commencing in
1979. The new networkwill be able to support low speed data up to 300 bit/s by the early
☂80s. Services such as Teletex which expand the character range of telex may be withus in this
time period.
Another important network for business traffic may emerge through Viewdata.If this service
is successful, it may be linked into PSS.It is also intended to be linked with the telex network
to provide message store-and-forward facilities.
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V. DEVELOPMENTSIN THE US

Following the Carterfone decision in 1968, data communications in the US have undergone
some dramatic changes. Both value-added network services and the interconnect industry have
grown rapidly and are now substantial markets. Meanwhile the convergence of telecommuni-
cations and data processing is demonstrated by the FCC☂s difficulty in establishing a clear
distinction between the two and by the struggle between AT&T and IBM. These two giant
corporations are now measuring up one another☂s markets. It is difficult to see how the FCC
can devise a form of words whichwill prevent a direct confrontation between them.
In this section we describe these developments in the US, and outline briefly the lessons which
might be learnt from them in the UK. We review first the regulatory climate becausethis sets
the frameworkin which the carriers can manoeuvre. Next we examine the variety of existing
data services offered both by AT&T andits competition, and finally we discuss developments
which arelikely to be influential in the near future.
A_ Regulatory Policy

Unlike the self regulated European PTTs, the USA regulates its commoncarriers through a
Federal Agency, the FCC.All the commoncarriers are either completely orpartially owned by
AT&T,so in this context regulatory control means control over AT&T.
Control is necessary for two main reasons: to guard against the possibility that AT&T could
cross-subsidise its competitive services, leading to an unfair market advantage; and to prevent
the monopoly from restricting access to local distributors by squeezing out competition. So
the FCC aims to prevent AT&T from creating unfair advantages and from imposing excessive
tariffs.
In practice the FCC is by no means devoid of power. For example a companycalled Microwave
Communications Inc. (MCI) was able to challenge and reverse AT&T's attempt to deny it access
to local loops ♥ through the FCC☂s intervention. AT&T might have used its position to preventMCI or other commoncarriers from linking to their customers via the local distribution net-
work. (AT&T has a major investment in the local distribution of telephone circuits; directcompetition here is effectively denied because of the high cost of entry into the market).
The following table shows a history of recent FCC regulatory policy decisions:

Date FCC Decision Implications
1968 Carterfone ☁Connection allowed to AT&T's network of

competitor☂s terminals
1970 Hybrid Services Integrated data and message processing services

only, underregulation if primarily a messageservice
1971 Specialised Entry of new carriers offering specialised

CommonCarrier services i.e. high speeds
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1972 Interconnect Type acceptance of terminals handled by FCC
1972 Domestic Multiple entry into domestic market, with AT&T

Satellite and COMSATdirectly excluded
1976 Resale and sharing Recognition of the existence of value added carriers.

Before the advent of data communications the FCC hadlittle difficulty in determining
regulatory boundaries within voice communication services. However in the early ☁60s when
data communications advanced into the voice network the FCC launchedits first Computer
Inquiry. 1t subsequently concluded that:

♥ data processing was to remain unregulated
♥ common carriers (other than AT&T) could provide data processing services through

☁arms length☂ subsidiaries
♥ if the message communicated remained unaltered in information content then the

service was defined as being exclusively communications (this included computer
controlled packet switching) and wastherefore to be regulated.

The recent trends towards distributed processing and the emergenceofintelligent terminals
prompted the FCC into a second Computer Inquiry in 1976. The outcome wasa restatement
of the earlier inquiry concerning what constituted a pure communications network,i.e. what
was to be placed underregulatory control: those networksspecifically concerned with control,
routing and input/output processing, whereby the information content remains unaltered
during transportation.
The second inquiry could be crucial to AT&T's strategy to enter the ☁end-to-end☂ communi-
cation systems market. AT&T☂s Dataspeed 40 terminal, marketed in 1973, was declared by
the FCCto be a direct move by the companyinto data processing and thereby illegal according
to the 1956 Act prohibiting AT&T from such activities. However, the change in FCC policy
together with AT&T☂s determination to enter the area of data systems could mean that such
decisions as Dataspeed 40 will be short-lived.
The move towards combining data processing and communications to form an integrated
service caused the FCC to issue a ruling on Hybrid Services in 1970. The ruling inferred that
providing the communications network was incidental to the data processing service, the
integrated service would remain unregulated. An example was Tymshare, which offered its
customers entry to its bureau computers via a message switched network. A further ruling in
1973, concerning Composite Data Services Vendors, enabled commoncarriers to offer data
processing services only through ☁arms length☂ subsidiaries.

The FCC has also felt it necessary to improve customerservice by encouraging specialised
commoncarriers to compete with AT&Tin prescribed areas of the market.

It first introduced a specialised commoncarrier ruling in 1971. This permitted other carriers
to supply intercity high bandwidth services in competition with AT&T. As a result both MCI
and DATRANwere encouraged to introduce: microwave data links. The issue of local distri-
bution was resolved by the FCC through the MCI case mentioned above.

In 1972 it introduced the Interconnect decision. The Carterfone decision in 1968 enabled
competing terminal manufacturers to connect their equipment to the AT&T voice network.
The condition imposed was an examination of the equipment by AT&T to ensure line com-
patibility, and no potential hazards for the network. Sensitivity by IBM and others to
disclosing commercial information concerning the equipment has led to the Interconnect
Decision of 1972 whichcalls for an FCC type approval certificate relating only to line charac-
teristics and not equipmentdesign.
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Of increasing importance in the USAis satellite communication. Both AT&T and Comsat
have been directly excluded from the domestic market due to their respective monopolies in.
US telephony and Intelsat. The Domestic Satellite Decision of 1972 has given several other
satellite carriers, such as DOMSAT, WESTARandSatellite Business Systems (SBS), the right
to supply domestic networkservices.
More recently, in 1976, the FCC continuedits policy of liberalisation by extending thespecial-
ised commoncarrier ruling. It recognised, through the resale decision, that specialised carriers
who resell commoncarrier services after introducing added value should be considered to be a
legitimate public service.
Such added value relates entirely to data communications, and includes error correction,
alternative routing, load levelling, speed conversion, and distance-independent pricing. The
latter implies that the major cost of the service lies in the switching as opposed to transmission.
Amongst the value added carriers, which include Telenet and Tymnet, there is a facsimile
service called GRAPHNET which is classed as a ☁facilitation☂. It is directed principally at
resolving line protocol incompatibilities between different facsimile machines.
Although the FCC has introduced several regulatory decisions in the ☁70s, the real issue of
convergence of communications and data processing technologies is yet to reach major propor-
tions.. The advent of SBS, which we discuss later in this section, could provoke a head-on
collision between AT&T and IBM, the former presently suffering under tight FCC control
and the latter almost completely immunefrom it.
B_ Existing Data Services
Compared with the UK there are a multitude of data services offered competitively in the USA,
adding considerable complexity to the planning of data networks. For example, the choices for
switching include either packet or circuit switching; the transmission of information may take
place over either terrestrial or satellite links; value added services can offer a range of features
such as error correction. And in addition there are other familiar design factors to be considered
such as the cost of bandwidth, the quality of service (in terms of error rate and availability),
growth potential and flexibility.
Thusthe task of optimising a network for business use in the US mustinvolve a careful analysis
of the location and nature of data traffic both now andin the future, together with a review of
data processing requirements in terms of response times,reliability, terminal compatibility and
so on.
The evolution of similar services in the UK will probably be less fragmented due to the BPO☂s
monopoly. But the US experience can provide some meaningful indicators of the directions
which may be followed. To this end we describe in this subsection the roles of the US common
carriers, specialised carriers and value added networks (VANs), noting the latest trends.
1. Commoncarriers

The dial-up network in the US is dominated by two major commoncarriers ♥ AT&Titself,
and its Western Union subsidiary. In addition there are ten other commoncarriers all of
which are either partially or completely owned by AT&T. Thelines in the dial-up network
offer data communication up to 4800 bit/s using modems.
AT&T is actively engaged in the introduction of digital PCM voice lines and dedicated data
lines into the network, able to transmit at up to 56K bit/s. This latter service, called the
DataphoneDigital Service (DDS) currently operates between 96cities, forming a medium
speed data transmission backboneforthe nation.
Western Unionitself offers a competitive data communication service to DDS called Data-
Com. It operates between 60 cities, and is generally aimed at rather lower speed traffic.
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2 Specialised carriers
The cost of entering local distribution in competition with AT&T has kept most-suppliers
out of this market. Instead, competition is focused on the long haul transport network.
There are now several specialised carriers offering both analogue and digital intercity lines.
Examples include Microwave Communications Inc (MCI) at speeds up to 56Kbit/s; South-
ern Pacific Communications at up to 100K bit/s: and Satellite Companies (owned jointly
by Western Union and RCA)renting line capacity of up to 36 MHz on one transponder,
providing capacity generally up to 230K bit/s between individual cities.
Specialised carriers mustoffer either higherreliability or higher data rates than the common
carriers to be rated competitors under the FCC ruling of 1971.

3 VANs
The VANSsoffer the use of commoncarrier lines for data transmission, primarily using
store and forward techniques, with added services such as speed conversion and error
correction.

Agood example. is TELENET.This is a packet-switched service operating between 40cities
which has recently been expanded into Europe through a node in London(see Section IV).
Various data bases and timesharing bureaux are attached to TELENET.
Tymnet is another example. It is a timesharing bureau, but with a message switch incor-
porated in the front end allowing customers free communication access. Under the FCC☂s
Hybrid Service Ruling Tymnet has been considered to be a data processing service and
until recently has not been subject to regulation. However, it may soon offer pure com-
municationsservices in addition to data processing.
The tariff structures for VANs generally include a dial-up access charge (or leased line
rental charge), an access port charge and a charge related to data volume. Thetariffs for
TELENETaretypical:
♥ $2 per hourdial-up charge at 2400 bit/s, or $3.5 at 4800 bit/s.

♥ $50 per monthfor port access at speeds up to 9.6Kbit/s

♥ $1.25 per 1000 data packets, each up to 255 bits.
How does the cost of using a VAN compare with that of a conventional network? A study
undertaken in 1978 offers some guidance. The study compares the cost of connecting a
few hundred terminals, distributed sparsely across the US, to a host on the East Coast.
The first alternative solution is to connect the terminals via the dial-up network to time-
division multiplexors for the purpose of concentrating local terminal traffic, with rented
private lines to carry the concentrated traffic. The second alternative is to use TELENET.

$/Month  $/Month
First alternative, using privatelines: 42,000

Secondalternative, using TELENET:

♥ cost of local access from terminals to TELENETentry points 21,500

♥ cost of port access 2,600

♥ cost of data transmission 1,300

♥ cost of connecting terminals directly to the host 800 26,200
(Source: NCC 1978, Gerla and Eckl, Network Analysis Corp.)
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At the moment, TELENET compares very favourably. However, it should be noted thatAT&T has filed a tariff structure amendmentwith the FCC requesting differential rates onall private lines between high and low density areas oftraffic. Such a differential pricingpolicy will impact the economicsof a private line network adversely.
The situation in the USis far from static. For example the suppliers of existing services aremoving rapidly towards the provision of so-called ☁end-to-end☂services. These are completecommunications processing networks for data which enable the suppliers to capitalise onthe large emerging terminal market, and to increase their revenues beyond those gainedfrom transmission tariffs alone. This step is a natural outcome of the convergence of com-puting and telecommunications technologies (see Report Series No 5).
AT&Titself has for long been concerned withits relative weakness compared with IBM inthe marketing of systems. To help correct this deficiency and to exploit its advantageousposition in local distribution it has introduced a new service aimed primarily at datacollection and retrieval on local loops, called Transaction Network Service (TNS). It is aresponse to optimistic predictions of the market growth of applications such as POS, EFTS,credit validation and reservations. TNS Presents a systems solution. It includes terminals(touch tone telephones and card readers), line multiplexors, message switches, audioresponse units and computerinterfaces.
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Transaction Network Service (TNS)

oe similarity to IBM☂s 3750 PABX, which is offered in Europe but not in the US,isstriking.
AT&Tis intent on displacing a proportion of the terminal market ♥ which is much biggerbusiness than data communications hardware. The Keyphonein conjunction with a simpleeight character display becomes an economic and flexible data entry station. Audioresponse to enquiries is again compatible with the voice network, and provides an effectiveoutput. A more complex transaction terminal directed at supermarket chequevalidation,offers card recording, printed response and keyboard entry.
TNS is only now beginning to appear with a few banking customers, and at presentMessages are limited to 128 characters. Howeverit could provide AT&T with a powerfulentry into the data systems market.
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C Future Prospects
The convergence of voice and data into a commoninformation processing networkis a pros-pect which could be realised by the mid ☁80s, especially within large corporate networks. Toachieve a strategic stronghold over the total market of the ☁80s in information processing IBMand AT&T are now attacking one another's markets.
1 IBM and SBS

IBM has formed a partnership with Comsat and AetnaLife Insuranceto establish SatelliteBusiness Systems (SBS). Initiated in 1975, and approved by the FCC in 1977, SBSisscheduled to provide service for 30 customers by 1981. And by 1983, SBSplanto beableto support 375 distributed groundstations.
The present estimate for the cost of each groundstation is as low as $20,000 for a 5 meter
roof-top antenna, but will include a more expensive satellite communications controller
(SCC) which attends to signal encoding, multiplexing and demand assignment tasks.
Analogue terminals such as telephones, modems and PABXswill interface directly into the
SCC, which will support bit rates of 600-19.2 K bit/s (low speed) and up to 6 M bit/s (high
speed).
SBS will enable voice and data to be integrated into a single transmission system, based
entirely on digital techniques. The high bandwidth will encourage wider transmission and
electronic mail between businesssites.
Other carriers involved in satellite communications ♥ for example AT&T/GTE☂s
COMSTAR and WU/RCA☂s AMERICOM are preparing to offer private network services
in advance of SBS. However, IBM's existing base leaves it well placed to exploit the new
market. The Justice Department does not share the FCC☂s eagerness to support SBS, and
a major confrontation between the carriers and the government could develop, thereby
slowing downthestart of the new service.
AT&T☂s Response
AT&T's position contrasts sharply with that of IBM. AT&T has a major strength in its
investment in the telephone network, but it lacks experience with data, text and image
processing, and it lacks the system selling capability of IBM. Certainly it is responding to
the challenge with products such as its TNS end-to-end system and Dataspeed 40, but as
yet it has no significant market base.

In addition to TNS it is developing a data network called BDN directed at resolving in-
compatibility in protocols between different terminals. This is a market which IBM will
naturally be excluded from, and could be a strong tactical move for AT&T.
In the coming decade data traffic in the USA will remain a small proportion of AT&T☂s
revenue, forecast to reach only 7% by 1986. Of the total investment in data communi-
cations hardware, the ratio between terminal and communications equipmentis estimated
to be 4:1. Hence AT&T☂s concern to enter the end-to-end business.
The introduction of an electronic range of ☁Dimension☂ PABX byBell is also a sign of
latent voice-plus-data integration at the site level for a wide range of businesses. The PABX
becomes a communicationscontroller in this context.

A recent study by SRI concluded that point of sale, electronic funds transfer, and electronic
mail would account for some 90% ofall data traffic by 1986. The datatraffic in total would
amount to 0.67 x 1015 bits, providing revenue of $12.7 billion. By comparison,voice traffic
would be equivalent to 1300 x 101° bits (ie if all the signals were digitised), providing a
revenue of $177 billion ♥ almost fourteen times as great. What makes the data sectorattrac-
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tive, however, is the investment in terminal and communications equipment. For the three
applications mentioned above,this is expected to exceed $100billion by the mid ☁80s.

D Comparison with the UK

Users in the USA have a wide, if not chaotic, variety of data services offered to them by a large
number of competitive vendors. In contrast, users in the UK have only a limited number of
services, primarily point-to-point modem connections, offered by a single monopoly supplier,
the BPO.
The difference in regulatory contro! accounts in the main for this discrepancy. Since the
Carterfone decision the FCC has progressively liberalised the AT&T monopoly, thereby
encouraging active competition across the full range of communication services. No such
liberalisation has taken place within the UK, nor Europein general.
There are two benefits for the UK user arising from the above discrepancies. Firstly, the BPO
monopoly will ensure a more orderly introduction of data services than we have seen in the
USA. Secondly, the innovative environment of the USA has brought both successes and
failures in new services. By being second in the field, the BPO can learn by the mistakesofits
North American counterparts.
The market opportunities created by the need for data and text communication are also seen
differently by AT&T and the BPO. AT&Tis in control of a market comparable in size to that
of US data processing. Either it expands into data processing to maintain business growth, or
it will find itself threatened by IBMin its traditional communications market.
Thus AT&Tis offering end-to-end data systems such as TNS. The BPO is not under the same
commercial pressure to expandits business horizons, and it already has a major taskin finding
the investment capital to modernise the existing voice network, without seeking new invest-
ment opportunities.

The logical entry for the BPO into data services is through extendingits transmission facilities
rather than entering the unfamiliar terminal market. Such newfacilities would include packet
and circuit switching corresponding to the value added carrier services in the USA. The market
forces behind such a moveare again different between the countries. The BPO is reacting to
customer demand for such services, whereas the VANSsare exploiting new business opportun-
ities by satisfying latent needs.

The most fundamental decision for the BPO is whether to follow AT&T into the end-to-end
systems market, or to concentrate only on transmission facilities whilst liberalising its
monopoly on terminal attachments. The increasing speed of innovation in the latter market,
coupled with the BPO☂s traditional lack of familiarity with data processing, makes a move
towardsliberalisation highly likely in the next five years.
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VI. THE CASE FOR AND AGAINST PUBLIC DATA SERVICES IN THE UK

Data communications networks can provide increasingly sophisticated facilities which have
been designed into only a very few UK private business networks, such as at British Steel.
The high investment and diverse skills required to implementthesefacilities into otherprivate
networks suggest that a public data service is a more viable alternative both for the short and
long term. We discuss the pros and consin this section.

A Private Data Networks
The business which opts for a private data network is inevitably faced with a number of
problems:

♥ high costofinitial investment, which increasingly includes software development

♥ constraints on its ability to exploit new advances in technology once the network is
designed, assuming a three to five year depreciation period on installed equipment

♥ the risk of being locked in to a particular mainframe manufacturer☂s equipment, with
adverse consequences for local applications flexibility

♥ limitations on the growth ofintercompanyservices such as EFTS,as each networkwill
have its own peculiar interfacing requirements.

In addition, existing private business networks based on leased lines and tandem voice
exchanges show deficiencies when shared between voice and data communications:

♥ low bandwidth utilisation for low activity data terminals such as Teletypes

♥ noline control e.g. error correction and self diagnostics

♥ limited flexibility, with minimal concentration or multiplexing capabilities, no variable
routing andlimited line speeds.

Extensive data processing facilities, common to value added UScarriers, are required within
the network to overcome these difficulties.

There is no doubt also that a multitude of private networks would slow down the development
of valuable national services, as well as international networkaccess.

An alternative for the future might be for private businesses in the UK to make use of value
added carriers, in the US style. Value added networks could help to overcomethedeficiencies
of shared voice and data communications channels cited above by providing a range of sophisti-
cated data processing equipment within the network. Such facilities are common to value
added networks in the US. However, for this to happen there must be some liberalisation of
the BPO charter (1969 Act) which defines the provision of a communicationsservice as the
BPO☂s exclusive privilege.
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Suchliberalisation seemsunlikely in the light of the recent PSS announcement, whichindicatesthat the PBOitself will attemptto fill the role of the value addedcarriers.
B_ Public Data Service
The alternative to a go-it-alone approachis for a business to subscribe to a public data service.This offers both benefits and disadvantages to the user.
First, the benefits. The investment cost of a private networkis large, and liable to restraincompanyoperations for years ahead, in order to ensure a reasonable ROI. A public service incontrast provides:

♥ shared investment in plant and operational costs betweenall users (especially significantfor small users)
♥ payment according to volume usage (avoidsissues of spare capacity in a private net-work)
♥ traffic load averaging (increases line utilisation, and ensures an economicrate for theservice).

A cost-basedtariff structure should therefore realise considerable savings. for users comparedwith the private network alternative.
Next, there could be significant benefits from standardisation. Central planning of a publicdata communications network by the BPO could ensure:

♥ common network interfaces between all users, facilitating inter-company services
♥ conformity to international standards which the BPO could influence (UK users wouldthen have access to European networks such as EURONET)
♥ protection against the dominance of any single computer manufacturer☂s networkarchitecture, which could lock out other suppliers.

Ideally, the BPO would act as a broker between interested parties rather than necessarily dic-tating its own standardsexclusively.
Finally, the development of a nationwide digital network for voice could provide the basis fora cheap data network overlay, using the PCM lines and digital switchingfacilities of System X.
However, there are also powerful argumentsagainst a public data service.
First, the scale of investmentin a new service together with the complex design issues involvednecessitates caution on the part of the BPO and consequently a slow pace of development(though the danger of long time scales may be partially overcome by buying in proven tech-nology from the US or Europe). Once implemented, a public service may be inflexible toincreasing demand and change in customer needs, unlessit is highly modularin construction.
The cost of providing total geographic coverage from the outset might make the service un-economic. However, the fact that traffic density in the UK is concentrated in a few majorareasminimises this problem, since London, Manchester, Leeds and Birmingham account for over80% of thetraffic. A dial-up connection would enable otherlocations to gain access, withouta high cost penalty.
Next, a public network must necessarily ignore the characteristics of individual user's trafficin order to provide a universal service. The large variation between low level data capture
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and bulk data transfer traffic implies a loss of overall efficiency both in network design andoperation. However the marginal loss of performance is compensated by the gain in networkflexibility. Neither do all needs have to be met by a single public network ♥ the BPO hasacknowledged the need for both packet-switched and circuit-switchedservices in the future.
A major commercial question concerns the lack of choice of a public service operated by amonopoly. The USA exemplifies the benefits of competition in terms of innovative services.The BPO has the advantage that it can learn from the US experiences without creating thechaotic conditions of such competing services. Providing the BPO can respond to customer
demands in an acceptable timescale, it can ensure an orderly transition into an era of wide-
spread data communications.
Finally, there must be doubts aboutthereliability of a public data service. Large organisations
may prefer to make high investments in private networksin order to maintain full control over
the network. For such critical part of business operations, users may not wish to entrust
operational control into the handsof a third party such as the BPO.
The combination of customer and manufacturer pressure on the BPO togetherwith thelatter☂s
commitment to providing newservices will ultimately determine the success orfailure of a
public data communicationsservice. The signs are that the BPO is respondingto the challenge.
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Vil. TOWARDS A STRATEGY FOR DATA COMMUNICATIONS

In this section we summarise the main data communications options which will confront UK
users over the next few years. We then present our conclusions on the two issues whichdominate data communications planning ♥ tariffs and choice of service. Finally we put for-ward other guidelines which might be followed.

A The Options Summarised

Private Leased Lines
There is a shortage of transmission capacity on some trunk routes, particularly those betweenLondon and other major centres. Since the voice and telex networksare givenpriority, leasedlines are either unobtainable or subject to long lead times on these routes. Theposition is un-likely to improve before 1982-3 when PCM trunk installation should begin to make an impact.Beyond this point there should be no shortage of line capacity although the availability ofleased lines may be constrained for strategic or political reasons.
Public voice and telex networks
The datafacilities of both voice and telex networkswill be enhanced, the formerby the intro-duction of Datel 4800 and 9600services and the scope of thelatter extended to carry Class 1data as well as telex traffic. Initially the telex service will be for internationaluse only, linkingwith similar facilities already available between France and Germany, and may be extended fornational use later. The limitations of both these networks, which were designed for purposesother than today☂s data traffic, will continueto restrict their use. But until they are supercededby purpose-built data networks they will continue to offer the advantages of universality andlow entry costs.

Packet-switching service
We expect PSS to carry mainly time-sharing and bureau business at first, together with infor-mation retrieval traffic, both national and via Euronet and USlinks. This will be supplementedtowards 1985 by the beginnings of inter-companyelectronic mail.
EFTS/POSis potentially an enormous market but it still has to make its way through com-mercial, political and technical problems, and this might not happen before the mid ☁80s. Themajor imponderable is the amount of bread-and-butter dp traffic which PSS will attract.Firstly, much of this traffic does not have the characteristics which suit packet-switching.Secondly, compatibility problems are likely to remain a major deterrent for some time (seeReport Series no 3). Theuseris faced not only with changesin the terminal interface, but alsoin timing, error handling and network management

♥

sensitive aspects of many of today☂s on-line systems. Even without this, PSS seems assured of a big enough market to make it commer-cially viable andit will certainly ease the strain on the PSTN.
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B_ The Economics of Data Networks
To illustrate the relative costs of employing leased lines, packet-switching,circuit-switching orthe voice network, consider a simple three node business network:

 

Circuit-Switched Exchange

It is assumed that the nodes are located in majorcities outside London,andtraffic originating
at A (predominantly a manufacturing site) is directed to either B or C (both having dp
facilities).
Leased line (LL)
By renting private lines between A and B, and A and C,the businessis only paying for trans-
mission facilities. On average 40% of the cost of a long distance call is incurred at the switching
centre, and only 21% through the use of transmissionfacilities. In reality because of thetariff
structure considerably higher cost savings than 40% canberealised through using private lines,
providing that utilisation is between 8-12 hours per day.
Leased lines are advantageous when:

♥ traffic is both high volume and continuous (achieved by line multiplexing up to speeds
of 2400/4800bit/s.)

♥ traffic is predominantly single destination.
As high bandwidth digital intercity links become available, leased line costs should reduce yet
further, because the BPO is obliged to charge a rental on leased lines based on their economic
cost alone.
Circuit-Switch (CS)
Looking ahead to a single node circuit-switch (based in London) in the early ☁80s, and high
bandwidth intercity digital links, a call between A and B (or C)will be routed via D. Assuming
that transmission costs A to D to B for a link between A and B are comparableto the leased
line cost of the direct link AB, the customerwill be expected to pay an incrementalcharge for
the switching facility at D. The simplicity of circuit-switching compared with packet-switching
should make this alternative only marginally more costly (eg 10-20%) than leased lines again
assuming high volumetraffic.
The benefits of circuit-switching will be most apparent when

♥ traffic is high volume and continuous
♥ changeover betweendestinations B andC fortraffic originating at A occursperiodically

(say a few times a day) rather than frequently (say every few minutes).
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Packet-Switching (PS)
With packet-switching the line multiplexing necessary to achieve high line utilisation is per-
formed within the network. The customer may attach a numberof asynchronous terminals
directly to the PS nodes. The network, when shared between manyusers, ensuresa very high
bandwidth utilisation between switching centres, and thereby reduces the transmission costs
to a minimal percentage of the overall call charge.
The major componentin the call charge correspondsto the processing time necessary to store,
route and acknowledge packets during transmission. Not surprisingly then, packet-switched
networks use distance-independenttariffs. Processing costs far exceed those ofcircuit-switched
networks by providing wider services (eg error control and speed conversion) which all con-
tribute to the added value charge.

Packet networks are advantageous when:
♥ traffic originates from many low speed terminals at intermittent rates (at A)
♥_ traffic is multi-destination (i.e. B or C).

Anothersignificant saving can arise at the host interface. A single port can carry packets from
many terminals between the network and computer, whereas each circuit-switched or leased
line connection will require a separate port.
Voice network (VN)
The public switched network will always be the most expensive option because of the high
switching costs, and the low utilisation of bandwidth by bursty traffic. In addition, it is unable
to provide any line control facilities and hence is least preferred as a network option for data
traffic.

The ranking of the four network alternatives described above, based on their basic costs and
notallowing for switching and interfacing needsis \ikely to be as follows:

♥ high volumetraffic and high line utilisation (continuous)
LL> CS >PS >VN

♥ high volumetraffic and lowlineutilisation (bursty)
LL>PS >CS >VN

Thetariffs of the packet and circuit alternatives are as yet unavailable, and therefore preventan accurate comparison. Howeverthe above guidelines are borne out by experience in the USA.
C_ Tariffs
The basic costs of a particular service will ultimately determine the tariffs which that service
bears. But of course there are a numberof other factors which impinge on the determination
of a tariff structure:
1 Short-run marginal cost pricing

The BPO now operates a policy of short-run marginal cost pricing. An example ofthis is
the standard rate introduced for afternoon telephonecalls, which had the effect of spread-
ing the morning peak and thus reducing overall plant requirements. This policy will no
doubt be used to limit the investment needed to meet demand before System X is
operational.
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In other words the BPO will use tariffs to encourage the optimumuseofexisting facilities
and particularly of the analogue switching network which System X will supercedefirst.

2 Leased line vs. switched network
At present, a UK user needing a point-to-point connection for aslittle as an hour a day
during peak time will save moneybyleasing a private line. He may also choose to do so
when reliability or call set-up times are crucial or because he needs a higher speedline than
is available on the PSTN. Therelationship between leased line and PSTN tariffs was dis-
torted by the last round of PSTN price increases in 1973, when PSTN charges were
increased substantially and leased lines were not. UK leased lines are now among the
cheapest in Europe.
We expect an increase in leased line tariffs shortly, which will re-establish the relationship
existing before 1973. Subsequently thetariff relationship should remain constant, at least
until digital leased lines becomeavailable in 1982-3.

3 PSS
Packet-switching makes very good use ofline capacity, given a certain base load. The BPO
will of course wish to recoup the investmentin the PSS switching equipmentandpossibly
in EPSS also. Nonetheless PSS should offer substantial cost savings over PSTN rates for
traffic now using the voice network.

It will support both medium-speed (2400 and 4800 bit/s) and high-speed (48K bit/s)
packet node devices and asynchronous terminals such as teletypes via a PAD facility.

4 General Trends
PCM and new transmission technologies like fibre optics promise startling economies.
James Martin predicts a reduction of at least an order of magnitude in the cost of trans-
mission capacity. Bandwidthwill therefore becomerelatively cheaper(i.e. less discount for
slower lines) and the emphasis will shift from distance-based charges towards usage and
access charges. Distance-independence is being established as a principle for packet-switch-
ing (Euronet, Transpac). With circuit-switching, switching capacity andlocal connection
will be limiting factors, which points to a similar principle.

D Choice of Service

There is a prospect of improved and cheaper data communications services ahead,butfirst of
all users have to face a difficult interim period while the foundations for these are beinglaid.
The primary objective of a strategy for data communications must be to navigate this interim
period successfully, both by preserving any existing investment in data communications
applications and by laying realistic plans for new developments. A worthwhile secondary
objective might be to take full advantage of new facilities as and when they become available.

Wepresent our conclusions on the best choice of data communicationsservice in the form of
a selection matrix, shown below. Each entry in the matrix shows the serviceorserviceslikely
to offer good value for a particular data communications application in the year shown. The
entries represent the main transport medium.Local access to services such as packet-switching
will normally be via dial-up or leased PSTN lines to the nearest node or access point. The
services shown in brackets are likely to be cost-effective but suffer from a major disadvantage
which may disqualify them in particular circumstances, e.g. high conversion cost, high risk, or
limited coverage andavailability.
This cannot, of course, be an infallible guide. Sometimes there will be compelling reasons for
continuing to use outmoded services despite a cost penalty and the matrix does not, for
example, cater for situations wherefacilities are shared between a numberof applications. Its
purpose is to show the alternatives which should be considered for future use and which should
be evaluated whenprecisetariff informationis available.
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DATA COMMUNICATIONS T SERVICE CHOICE

APPLICATION

Characteristics
Time Hrs/ Turn Alt.
of day Day round Destns.

CATEGORY time 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986

(Transaction )
Processing ) 3-8

P 8 Sec No LL LL Ie LE LL(On-line data )entry )
Information P.: 0.5-2 5-10 Yes VN VN PS BS PSRetrieval Sec. (PS)
nformation(high 0 0.5-4 Over- Few ie Le LL EE CS/LLransmission(volume night

(low volume 0 0.5-4 Over- Yes VN/TX VN/TX VN/TX PS/TX PSnight (PS) (PS)
{Timesharing P 0.54 3-10 Few VN/LL VN/LL VN/LL PS/LL PS/LLSec. (PS) (PS)
Remote Job Entry Pp 4-8 14Hr.4+ No Ls LE LL 11s CS/LL

[Message Switching P 8+ 5-10 Yes Be EE PS/EE RS PS

Legend: Time of day P = Peak (0800-1800)
0 = Off-peak

Service choices LL = Private Leased Line
VN = Switched Voice Network
PS = Packet-switching Service
TX = Telex NetworkCS = Circuit-switching Service
Service choices shownin brackets will beattractive on cost grounds but maybedis-qualified by temporarylimitations e.g.inadequate coverage.

Service Choice Matrix

The applications are defined in terms of line usage, turn-round time and need for switching.These characteristics are not necessarily invariant ♥ typical values have been chosen on whichto base a choice of service. A summary of our thinking follows:
1 Transaction processing/on-line data entryThese are classified together, both bearing the characteristics of heavy usage during peakhours, short response times and no switching requirement. Systems of this type are nowdesigned to make good use ofleased lines. Developments in terminal and line controlequipment can be expected to maintain this situation as bandwidth becomes cheaper, soweselect leased lines throughout the period covered.
2 Informationretrieval

 

This will consist principally of data bank access. Usageis intermittent during peak hours.Currently only the voice network provides access to all the possible sources of information.
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By 1982 packet-switching will have adequate coverage and will offer advantages of cost
and reliability thereafter. Viewdata is a further option not shown onthechart. Special
distance-independent tariffs for access to Viewdatabases may preserve a cost advantage for
the voice network for longer than is shown on the matrix.
Low-volumeinformation transmission
This category includes inter-companyelectronic mail. It is assumed to require overnight
turn-round and will therefore be transmitted off-peak. As with information retrieval, wide
coverage is needed. Currently, only the voice and telex networks provide this. Packet-
switching will progressively obtain the necessary coverage as more and moreorganisations
connectto the service. As terminals become more intelligent, packet-switching will supplant
the voice network on grounds of quality. Telex will maintain its appeal slightly longer,
helped by store-and-forward facilities introduced along with SPC exchanges. Eventually it
too will lose its cost-effectiveness compared with packet-switching, as intelligent terminals
become cheaper.
High-volumeinformation transmission
The majority of this traffic will be intra-ccompany and will be transmitted between a limited
numberof sites. For this purpose leased lines are best suited now. As it becomesavailable,
the circuit-switched service will offer an alternative and will eventually be the best choice.

Timesharing
Timesharing terminals tend to.be used intermittently during peak hours, often to only one
site but sometimes to more than one. At present either the voice networkora leased line
will be used depending on how much the terminal is used and whether it does need to
access more than one machine. Packet-switching becomes more attractive than the voice
networkas it gains coverage, but a leased line will remain cost-effective for terminals which
are heavily used towardsa single destination.

Remote Job Entry
RJE has similar characteristics to high-volume information transmission except that it
normally occupies peak hours. Again, heavy use of a point-to-point line makes leased lines
best value, until a circuit-switched network becomesavailable.

Message switching
Message switching applications such as the SITA or SWIFT networks or a future EFTS
have similar characteristics to transaction processing, plus a need for switching. Now, such
a system would be implemented with leased lines and private switching equipment. A
packet-switching service will offer both cost savings and greater flexibility when it has
adequate coverage, from about 1983 on.
Other Guidelines to Planning

Other considerations which should influence data communications planning are:
Optimisation ofleased line use
At the same time as bandwidth becomesprogressively cheaper, intelligent communications
equipmentwill also be getting cheaper, as a result of micro-circuiting and as the market widens.
Measures to concentrate more traffic onto fewer, faster lines are therefore likely to prove cost-
effective. Intelligent multiplexors which are capable of this and whichalso provide additional
network managementfacilities are already available. The planned BPO Dataplexservice for
low-speed terminals demonstrates the case for such an approach.
Off-peak working

Off-peak capacity on the public telephone network already attracts a substantial discount ♥ a
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600/1200 bit/s modem for a ☁midnight line☂ (midnight ♥ 6 a.m.) costs only £200 p.a. and
permits dialled access anywhere on the PSTN. Future public data networks can be expected to
offer similar concessions for off-peak use. Terminals are quickly gaining enoughintelligence to
take advantage of such concessions,e.g. local memory on remote batch terminals for overnight
spooling of output, and local editing with overnight transmission of files. Operational pro-
cedures and working habits may also need to be changed.
Siting of nodes
It is already good policy to consult the BPO well in advance aboutthe siting of network nodes
or concentrators, since trunk lines are easier to come by oncertain routes than on others. This
is unlikely to change for someyearsyet.

Voice/data integration
It is outside the scope of this report to give any detailed attention to the question of integrated
voice and data networks. We merely reiterate here the conviction that benefits will derive from
joint planning of voice and data communicationsfacilities.

F Policy Issues

We have restricted ourselves in this report to drawing attention to the major issues in tele-
communications policy, rather than expressing our own views as to what should and might
happen. For those interested, the report of the Post Office Review Committee (the Carter
report), Cmnd 6850 and its appendix, Cmnd 6954, provide both a considered opinion and
a summary of many of the arguments.
In concluding, we draw attention to some positive signs of the BPO☂s will and ability to adapt
to the changing circumstances which confront it, namely the (provisional) decision to imple-
ment PSS quickly, the development and planned public launch of Viewdata, and improvements
in the BPO☂s general marketing capability.
On the other hand, a user in the US already has a far wider choice of telecommunications
services and equipmentthanis available here, resulting to a large extent from theliberalisation
of AT&T's carrier monopoly and its attachmentpolicy. (As far as the latter is concerned, the
BPO decision to allow Viewdata terminals to include integral modemsis a sign offlexibility on
the issue). We have also pointed out two warning clouds which, if they do not yet overshadow
the telecommunicationsscene,are at least clearly visible in the sky. These are:
1. The difficulties which face users in selecting and optimising the use of services, because of

the variety of choice.

2. The difficulties facing the FCC in defining the demarcation between communications and
data processing, so that it can carry out its appointed regulatory function.

What remains open to debate is whether the US or the European approach results in more
efficient information processing overall.
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APPENDIX 1
CCITT X Series Recommendations for Public Data Networks

Packet-Switched
X.25 Interface between data terminal equipment and data circuit-terminating equipmentfor

terminals operating in the packet mode on public data networks.

(for asynchronousdevices).
X3 Packet assembly/disassemblyfacility (PAD) in a public data network.

X.28 Interface between data terminal equipment and data circuit-terminating equipment
for terminals operating in the start-stop mode when accessing a packet assembly/
disassembly facility (PAD) in a public data network.

X.29 Procedures for the exchange of control information and user data between a data
terminal operating in the packet mode and a packet assembly/disassembly facility
(PAD)in a public data network.

(for international working).

X.7X* Terminal and Transit Call Control Procedures for data transfer on international circuits
between public data networks operating in the packet mode.

Circuit-Switched
X.21. General purpose interface between data terminal equipmentand data circuit-terminat-

ing equipmentfor synchronousoperation on public data networks.

(for asynchronousdevices):

X.20 Interface between data terminal equipment and data circuit-terminating equipment for
start-stop transmission services on public data networks.

(for V-series interfaces) :
X.21bis Use on public data networks of data terminal equipments which are designed for inter-

facing to synchronous V-series modems.

X.20bis V.21 ♥ compatible interface between data terminal equipment and data circuit ter-
minating equipment for start-stop transmission services on public data networks.

* at the time of writing, this recommendation wassubjectto ratification by CCITT.
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Abstract
Report Series Public Data ServicesNo 7

by Tony Gunton
and Roger Camrass
May 1978

As a result of the convergence of technologies, telecommunications is now subject to the samepressures which have promoted such rapid change in data processingin the past. This is most
clearly apparent in the US, where communications policy has been drastically re-shaped andwhere there is now a tidal wave of new communication products andservices which shows no
sign of receding. The pace of changeis slower in a more conservative Europe, but here too the
signs of impending change are unmistakable, particularly in the new public services for data
communications which are now being planned and which in some cases have already been
introduced.
These may open up new applications such as information retrieval, electronic mail and elec-
tronic funds transfer to widespread use and exert a major influence on national economic
life, and possibly on social and personal life also.
This report deals with the key issues underlying these developments. It reviews the plans of the
European PTT authorities as a whole and thoseof the British Post Office in particular. It then
describes the evolution of regulatory policy in the US and the range of services which will
confront users there now andin the near future. This forms a striking contrast with the posi-
tion in Europe; for some an example, for others a warning.

The report concludes by summarising the options which will confront users over the next few
years and laying down specific policy guidelines. It is aimed both at managers with a direct
interest in data communications planning and at those with a general interest in the impli-
cations of communicationspolicy.
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